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18  FESTIVAL SPECIAL: MORELIA, MEXICO
Paul Julian Smith reports on a rich crop of homegrown films at an event with an emphasis on young directors

23  ONCE GRAZING, NOW GONE: SWEETGRASS
Megan Ratner discusses what makes a minimalist film about shepherding so powerful

28  RESTORING BROKEN EMBRACES
Marsha Kinder on cinema’s resilience, intertextuality, and father–son relations in “Almodóvar’s 8½”

35  INDONESIA IN MOTION: AN INTERVIEW WITH LEONARD RETEL HELMRICH
Scott MacDonald talks to an innovative documentary-maker whose recent work deals with Islam’s impact on Indonesia

42  BLOOD AND SUGAR: THE FILMS OF DUŠAN MAKAVEJEV
Nina Power revisits five radical, mixed-genre films from 1965–74 that explore sex and revolution
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MATTERS ARISING, CROSS-REFERENCES
A Prophet

6 MARX AND COCA-COLA
NEW RELEASES IN THEORY
Joshua Clover  Avatar, The Potentiality of Storming Heaven
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NEW RELEASES, REPERTORY
William Johnson  Citizen Havel, La Danse: The Paris Opera Ballet, Flooding with Love for the Kid, The Wrestler
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OPINION, DEBATE
Paul Thomas  Bright Star
Mark Fisher  The Road
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FESTIVAL REPORT
Linda Williams  The Canon Revisited
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EXPERIMENTAL FILM, VIDEO
Danny Birchall  London Film Festival
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DOCUMENTARY, HYBRIDS
Garrett Stewart  Waltz with Bashir
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TELEVISION ON DVD
Richard Beck  Planet Earth
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FILM BOOKS
Paul Thomas  Lynching and Spectacle, Screening a Lynching
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67 David Sterritt
Otto Preminger: The Man Who Would Be King
by Foster Hirsch  The World and Its Double: The Life and Work of Otto Preminger by Chris Fujiwara

69 Joanna E. Rapf

71 Martin Fradley

73 Michael Aronson
Hollywood in the Neighborhood: Historical Case Studies of Local Moviegoing, ed. Kathryn H. Fuller-Seeley

74 Francis G. Couvares
Nickelodeon City: Pittsburgh at the Movies, 1905—1929 by Michael Aronson

75 David Laderman
How the West Was Sung: Music in the Westerns of John Ford by Kathryn Kalinak

76 Noah Isenberg
Edgar G. Ulmer: Detour on Poverty Row, ed. Gary D. Rhodes

78 Elizabeth A. Lathrop
Performing Illusions: Cinema, Special Effects and the Virtual Actor by Dan North

79 Alex Kupfer
Body Shots: Early Cinema’s Incarnations by Jonathan Auerbach

80 Martin Fradley